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January Blog Archives Wednesday, January 31 9: It was a beautiful Saturday with sunshine and clear air. It
was definitely going to be a new challenge. Along with my guide Matthew, we put on our helmets and
climbing harnesses and hooked onto the safety cable with our carabiners. The route was mostly a vertical cliff.
After I finished, my Garmin indicated an elevation gain of 2, feet. Climbing became increasingly more and
more difficult. At times I found it very hard to find a good place to step or to stand while reattaching my
carabiners. Every so often we paused for a brief water break. Vertical rock climbing requires you to stay in the
moment and not let your mind wander. Fortunately, I felt pretty strong the whole way and was thrilled when
we finally made it to the top and began our descent down a mountain path. It sure was an adrenalin kick. I was
glad I was able to take my GoPro camera with me, mounted on my climbing helmet. This climb is a "must do"
for anyone who enjoys a challenge. By far the best part was climbing with an experienced mountain guide
who kept me on track and never let me get discouraged. A Via Ferrata allows you to experience the mountains
in a unique way. It takes a combination of strength and balance to make it to the amazing views at the top.
You use a completely different set of muscles than you do when running. It was days before my calves had
fully recovered from the climb. The reward comes with confronting your fatigue and going to the edges of
your abilities and experience. For me, a great climb is one that I finish. A vertical rock face is not to be taken
lightly. Monday, January 29 6: What Christ asks of His disciples is not so much exposition of doctrine about
Him as witness to His power. Now witness to His power can be given by the most illiterate if he has had
experience of it. It does not require long training for a man to say: Christ did not require any long training in
doctrine when He said to the Demoniac of Gadara: Instead of just focusing on pounds, the new Shapa
approaches your health in a more holistic way. In Greek 4, we talk about a lot more than Greek. When the
church in Antioch sent out Barnabas and Saul, it never intended their missionaries to set up a chain of
institutions to be kept under the control of the sending church. Whatever churches were planted would be
deeply rooted in their host countries. They would be "home grown" congregations, integrally identified with
those people who would both lead and follow in those churches. As a church planter, Paul never intended to
become the pastor of the work at Corinth or elsewhere. He facilitated the work of others who would be
appointed by the Holy Spirit for leadership there. We make a very grave mistake, I believe, when we think
expatriates such as Timothy and Titus were the "pastors" of the churches they were involved with in Ephesus
or Crete. He took as his model for ministry the kenosis pattern of Jesus Christ, a model of other-orientation
and costly servanthood Phil. Paul consistently labored in the best interests of others rather than himself. Even
as an apostle, Paul refused to arrogate to himself exclusive powers. He eagerly sought to train others who
would carry on his pioneer ministry. In Antioch, Barnabas and Saul worked side by side in discipling the
church in the ways of Jesus. Little wonder that the church at Antioch, once it had been well established in the
teachings of Jesus, had a burden for the nations. Barnabas and Saul went on to be commissioned by the church
for the work of church planting. In all of these places, the perpetuation of the Gospel ministry was predicated
upon members of the local congregations becoming leaders of the churches among them. Ministry training
was accomplished through local training, not by sending church leaders away from their homes and
communities. Today, forms of distance learning include seminars, guided self-study, internet chat rooms,
Skype, and interactive video links via satellite to widely dispersed students, allowing them to study without
interrupting and disrupting their customary lifestyle. My own Greek DVD series is being used all over the
world to provide instruction in beginning Greek to pastors who otherwise would have no access to such
training. Discipleship thus takes place in a living local church context. It is people-related rather than
textbook- or professor-related. When the church in the book of Acts became centralized in Jerusalem, God
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scattered it through persecution. Without decentralization, the church could not reach its maximum potential
as a witnessing community. But scattered, the church preached wherever it went, carrying out the Great
Commission. Within these scattered congregations, God provided leaders directly. In Acts we read, "Paul and
Barnabas appointed elders for them in each church and, with prayer and fasting, committed them to the Lord,
in whom they had put their trust" Acts Nationalization is an act of trust: By insisting on control or leadership
of national institutions, as some missionary organizations seem to do today, expat missionaries belie their
professed commitment to servanthood. The apostle Paul pioneered the local ministry model. It deserves
emulating today. Wherever I travel, my goal is to come alongside the national churches, both leaders and led,
and assist them to the best of my limited abilities. My approach is intentionally cooperative. I seek to take no
leadership role. I am there to serve, not to be served. It is this true "partnership in the Gospel" Phil. Dave
Sunday, January 28 His section on Eph. Let me try to summarize it for you. Remember, Markus Barth was no
conservative evangelical. He was a professor in a Reformed university in Basel. Yet above all he was a
biblicist. At some point, you and I are going to have to become the same thing. But to my summary: This leads
to an aristocratic and ecclesiastical interpretation that falsely distinguishes between the mass of "saints" and
the superior class of "clergy" who are distinct from them. In this view, laypeople are only the beneficiaries of
the work of the ministry; they may benefit from it, but only official ministers can carry it out. These
interpretations are nothing less than "arbitrary distortions of the text. They should also be dispensers of grace.
Even the weakest members of the body are indispensable. Every one of the special ministers is a servus
servorum Dei [a servant of the servants of God]. I loved him when I sat in his lectures and seminars in Basel
and I love him now. He never treated faith in an abstract, theoretical way. Yes, the church needs specialized
and gifted leaders. Paul says as much in our text. But the call of God to fulltime Christian service comes to
every believer who has ears to hear. We are all "joints" in the body of Christ and connected to each other. We
may therefore choose to either edify or ignore our calling. Will I abdicate my responsibility to the leaders or
will I build up the body by building up this brother or that sister? The special ministers of the church may
model equipping for us, but we can never delegate this work completely to them. How to flesh this out? Local
Baptist Church Ministers: Every Member Assistants to the Ministers: And the glory would all go to Jesus. And
even non-believers might be curious enough to darken your doorsteps. And the kingdom of God would
advance. The most powerful of all teaching is not direct verbal statement, but habitual attitude and action
which takes the truth of the idea upon which it is based for granted. This is exactly what Paul meant when he
wrote in 1 Thess. All men naturally tend to leave direct missionary work to a professional class when there
exists a professional class whose special duty it is to do it. Have you ever read anything truer? Still, my dream
is that my students might see the occasional nature of the documents we call "Gospels. When Matthew wrote
his Gospel, he did not intend to supplement Mark: There is little doubt that Luke expects that his more
complete Gospel will displace his predecessors, even though he may not intend to disparage their earlier
efforts. Whether or not John knew of the existence of one or more of the synoptic gospels, he seems to have
expected that his Gospel would win wide acceptance as the Gospel.
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Read Testimonies Share this: I am eternally thankful to God for using me to share His Word all over the world
weekly. God has given me to them and given them to me. If you are on the list, I want you to know that I pray
for you and am thankful to God for you. You are special to me and I pray that the Lord continue to speak to
you through this ministry. Many of you have emailed me many testimonies over the years. I just recently
started saving them and wanted to share a few via this forum. Thank you for encouraging me to continue to be
an encouragement. This is what you have said: Rick, With respect to your Victory over Stress series: The
word is so amazing and illuminating when the teacher is anoited. Thanks for allowing God to use you as the
vessel to move our ship of faith from the port of doubt, to the ocean of belief. You took a powerful contextual
turn within the series. Powerful is what you call prayer, faith, and performance. We generally miss the nexus
between prayer and performanceâ€”the faith and belief that God can and will give us the desires of our heart
in accordance with His will. Moreover, the posse, if you will, who followed Christ and how He tailored it to
meet not only the immediate task at hand, but also the legacy of those decisions is a lesson in and of itself.
Each morning I look forward to clicking on that email in anticipation of what the Lord is going to say. This
devotion is simple yet thought-provoking, short yet powerfulâ€¦it makes my quiet time with God each
morning easy but life-changing. I am so thankful for Rick and how God has anointed him. He lives what he
teaches, and God is using his faithfulness to impact my life and the lives of so many others. His tireless efforts
and devotion to fulfilling his purpose have made and continue to make an eternal difference. I was given
oversight of the Gospel Congregation when I arrived. For the first time I heard new songs sung with
unparalleled expression. One young man soon caught my attention and eventually my respect and admiration;
that young man was Rick Pina. At that point Rick was still young in the faith; saved for less than five years.
However, his maturity in Christ was far beyond a toddler, beyond a teenager and beyond most adults. We
worshiped together, we served together, we prayed together, we laughed together, and we learned together. I
was the chaplain, Rick was the WO1 but more often he was the teacher, I was his student. I listened, I learned.
I gained, I grew. I thank the Lord for our friendship, our relationship as father and son! The Gospel
Congregation was the most highly attended service on Eagle Base. In early , just before I returned to the states
I appointed Rick as the Pastor of the congregation; a post he honored with Godly service. Rick writes with
clarity and boldness. His daily expositions are pointed, principled, and powerful. Truly it is an inspiration to
all of us and an example we should all follow if we are to me more like Christ. Secondly, with him traveling
all the time he is always dedicated to get this word out. Whether it be in Iraq, Germany, or many hotels he
stays at in his travels, he is always faithful to get out this word. That is a lesson for all of us to emulate. I have
never forgotten that message and I use it in my daily life today. But before I go to PT and do my military
work, I wake up every morning during weekdays at 4: I seek the Lord early in the morning before everything
else in my day. That is a standard that I thank God for and wish to pass on to generations after me. Thank God
for Rick and the ministry God has given him. Rick, the man, is an awesome Husband, respected Father, and
imitated Brother and committed Son. Rick, the man of God, is a mentor, teacher, educator, drum major, icon,
leader, role model, and much, much more. He is a man in whom God has entrusted with His Word, and has
given him a charge, to proclaim it to a dying and decaying world. He has accepted that charge, and has
become an instrument of righteousness in America and abroad. Elder Pina is a priest of God, who is able to
bring God to the people and bring the people to God, through the Word of God. I love and admire the gift that
is in him, because he has one foot in heaven and one foot in the earth. On a day-to-day basis Pastor Pina has
ministered to the very soul of our being. Many times the enemy has been on our trail and was unable to
consume me because just in the right moment of time the Lord would give us what we needed to see the Storm
from his perspective. I really rejoiced and teared up too. Thanks so much for allowing God to use you to teach
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us. Blessings to you and your family. My prayer is that he will open up the doors of heaven and let all manner
of blessing pour in you and your family. Also, bless you with more wisdom and revelation that you may
continue to be the blessing pastor you are to us. God bless and we look forward to continue with the proverbs.
Thanks for remaining obedient to Him through all I know you must be going through as well. Our God is an
awesome God and Loves us beyond our own understanding. I try to live this list of God Characteristics Agape
everyday. You explain them so well. God has Amplified this list in meâ€¦ Now every waking moment is
Ministry for meâ€¦ through this teaching I can love my enemies, Do Good to them that hate me, Pray for them
which despitefully me and persecute meâ€¦ and more. And I firmly pray to do it. I prepare everyday now to
give a sermon with my life, what I speak to others, my actions toward them, how I do my work, etcâ€¦ This
series is paramount. We cannot live fruitful lives as Christian apart from the love of God. I was informed of
this website some while back and I have been blessed in my spirit each and everyday. I try to take heed to
everything that is mentioned and share it with others that they may grow in the likeness of Jesus Christ. In my
closing I ask that everyone go out and share the goodness with the lord and all he has done for you! God Bless
and continue to lift me up in your prayers as I continue to pray for the blessings of God upon your life! It has
been so refreshing to see your diligence, discipline and great regard for studying and sharing the word of God
so profoundly over the years. Thank you for sharing it with me and countless others who have been helped to
grow closer to Christ through your own obedience. GOD has been working tirelessly in my life. I am believing
GOD for miracles regarding how the people that I work with and for perceive and react to my actions and the
things that I say. Unfortunately, in the past I tried to do things that would change their mind. I have now given
it up to GOD to work in the hearts and minds of those who feel ill will towards me. I have asked GOD to
meter my mouth and mind so that I think ill against no man. He has done that. I am happy joyous and free.
GOD has fulfilled all of my needs. My family is healthy, I enjoy my job, I am exactly where I am supposed to
be, my family deals with finances rationally so that we have peace of mind, and I live comfortably. I hope to
remember this feeling for those times when I forget how I feel right now.
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Now Canadians can vaunt their openness to the Other: Before that, its immigrants were largely other
Scandinavians. Welcome in alien ethnies, eat lots of exotic food, and we all live happily ever after But there is
indeed a final frontier. The Final Frontierâ€”Self-replacement Multiculturalism, we have thus seen, is a
welcoming in of alien ethnic groups truly alienâ€”not Danes into Sweden, but Somalis into Sweden. But
where is the line between Multiculturalism and Self-replacement? It seems there is a slow evolution. First, we
welcome in alien groups. Then, we start to offer them perks that we do not offer our own group. Lastly, in the
terminal phase, we call on them to replace us. As Robert Merry puts it, When in history have we seen a
civilization turn on itself with such savagery as we see in the West today? That would probably be the first
time an indigenous population has voluntarily become a minority in its historic homeland. What is the
evidence? To Clinton, an America without a white majority is a worthy destiny. Within ten years this is what
it is going to look like all over Europe. Black, brown, yellow, white, Asians and Arabs, Africans, you people
from America, India, people of all faiths â€” come and help us! Stream in and re-people us, but thoroughly!
Not that we use the word as a pejorative--anti-smoking propaganda in the U. Nonetheless the images used in
diversity campaigns have greatly evolved. In the past they were often of, say, a multi-racial group of friends,
or a black family interacting with a white family. Old-fashioned diversity The new diversity images are
altogether different. We now have advertisers, TV shows, etc. In this sense, the Euro parent, but not the Afro
one, is erasing his ethnic heritage. One finds it hard to imagine, however, a campaign urging Thais to stop
giving birth to Thais, or Persians to stop giving birth to Persians, or Igbos to stop giving birth to Igbos. Far less
popular, but still common: Hollywood has jumped on this bandwagon full force as well:
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Saturday But the angel reassured them. He would like to be at home but the doctors have informed him that he
would rather go ahead and take care of these problems rather than go home and have to turn right around and
come back. Both of his parents are staying at the hospital around the clock so please continue to pray for
Dustin and for his parents, Chris and Sherry and for the rest of his family as they anxiously await his recovery.
Please remember my Mom and Step-Dad, Ruby and Aubrey Stokes as they have been without phones and
electricity for 2 days now and Aubrey is going through some continuing medical tests of his own which we
pray for a good outcome and my Mom for her strength and health. Thank you for your continued prayers. She
can do nothing. They still have a huge need. Emily cannot be left aloneâ€”at all! If any of you are available to
help her by coming and staying with her, helping with kids, etc. Today marks one week that Don has been
home. It is still sinking in as we embrace life as we know it. We have been welcomed in a warm, wonderful
way by this community of believers. We as a family continue to receive support in amazing ways. We are so
grateful! We are so blessed. We see God in such a powerful way. We could have never expected how helpless
it feels to come home and realize that we have been so needy. This certainly continues to be a place where
God is teaching me about His amazing love and my ability to accept from others. I continue to learn from this
experience as well. We have so much to give thanks for this week. I have some prayer requests and want to
give times for visitation with Don. Prayer requests and answered prayer: It is so good to see their faces and
spend special time with them. We needed them a few extra days. Pray for a safe trip for them. This is still very
hard for him. Today was a day where is was most tired and did not feel well. This has been busy week for him.
We continue to give thanks to our God for the body of Christ who has reached out to meet our needs. WE are
most grateful! Don will be taking visitors starting this week. This Sunday from 2 â€” 4pm. Please call ahead
of time: Call me if you have questions. Blessings to you our family and friends Diane George H. Will October
4, â€” December 11, U. Will passed away at 5: Helena Parish Hospital, Greensburg. He was 91, a native of
Lockhart, TX and a resident of Kentwood. An on-line Guestbook is available at http: Dear Intercessors, this is
Eleanor Witcher of the International Prayer Strategy Office, encouraging you to pray for others as we move
through this holiday season. We all have a mental image of the ideal holiday season. Americans have a
distinctly cultural view of Christmas that includes presents, snow, and nativity scenes. But Christmas looks
quite different in Saudi Arabia! There are no Christmas trees for sale, and it is hard to find Christmas
decorationsâ€”certainly no snow. Pray a special blessing for Christians living there. Many come from
countries all around the world and they spend the holiday away from families. Others face persecution from
fellow countrymen. Pray that their celebration will be rich as they focus on the real reason for Christmas. In
Durban, South Africa, international, national and local holidaymakers are visiting beaches and other
attractions. Pray for safety for all, in what is not considered to be such a safe environment these days. Pray that
missionaries and Christian groups will find opportunities to share Jesus without fear as they mingle with
holiday-goers at a time when many are curious as to the reason for the season. The Xhosa tribe of South Africa
does not really celebrate Christmas. Since it is in the middle of summer, many of the church programs are
suspended and many pastors take the whole month offâ€”there are no Christmas plays, musicals or indigenous
Christmas songs. Please pray for team members as they minister in the different communities, teaching the
significance of Christmas. Orissa Christians fear violent Christmas. The importance of missions giving. We
need a character bailout. Emboldened by the night, he decides to try for that important first kiss. My parents
will see us! Can you imagine if we get caught? In a sleepy voice the sister says: Or I can do it. But for crying
out loud, tell him to take his hand off the intercom button! And be reminded that there are no secrets we can
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keep from God. He sees all, He knows all, and He appreciates the person who is honest enough to allow God
into every aspect of his life. For those who want to live in secret, the day is coming when those secrets will be
revealed. Have a great day! It is for all girls and ladies! Then, you will realize why our annual offering for
International missions is named in her honor.
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President, I send a resolution to the desk. The clerk will state the resolution. The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows. A joint resolution SJ. Whereas on September 11, , terrorists hijacked and destroyed four civilian
aircraft, crashing two of them into the towers of the World Trade Center in New York City, and a third into the
Pentagon outside Washington, D. Is there objection to the immediate consideration of the resolution? Hearing
no objection, the resolution is before the Senate. The majority leader is recognized. President, it is with pain,
sorrow, anger, and resolve that I stand before this Senate, a symbol for years of the strength of our democracy,
and say that America will emerge from this tragedy, as we have emerged from all adversity, united and strong.
The America in which we awoke today is far different from the one in which we awoke yesterday. This
morning, as our rescue workers and medical personnel continue their heroic work, we begin to truly
understand the enormity of what happened. My heart aches for the people of New York, our men and women
serving at the Pentagon, the passengers and crew of the four hijacked aircraft, and for their families and
friends. These attacks were an assault on our people and on our freedom. They aimed at the heart of the
American community and the symbols and structures of our economic and military strength. As an American,
as an elected representative, I am outraged. As a husband and a father, I am pained beyond words. Last night
we sent the message to the world that, even in the face of such cowardly and heinous acts, the doors of
democracy will not close. The world should know that the Members of both parties in both Houses stand
united. The full resources of our Government will be brought to bear in aiding the search and rescue and in
hunting down those responsible and those who may have aided or harbored them. Nothing--nothing--can
replace the losses that have been suffered. I know there is only the smallest measure of inspiration that can be
taken from this devastation. But there is a passage in the Bible from Isaiah that I think speaks to all of us at
times such as this: The bricks have fallen down, but we will rebuild with dressed stone; the fig trees have been
felled, but we will replace them with cedars. That is what we will do. We will rebuild and we will recover. The
people of America will stand strong together because the people of America have always stood together. And
those of us privileged to serve this great Nation will stand with you. God bless the people of America. I yield
the floor. President, any expression of sympathy for the suffering today is too weak. Every expression of
horror at this outrage is too mild. But we must confront these acts and find a way to come together and make
sure that this kind of heinous, vicious action will not happen again in America. This premediated action
against innocent men and women and children and their families, at the symbols of our country--our economic
strength, our military strength, and most importantly, our freedoms--is unimaginable. Our prayers are going
out to the victims and their families, to those who are suffering in so many ways in New York, in Virginia, and
in Pennsylvania--in all of America. We have such a debt of appreciation to pay to those who have struggled
mightily with these catastrophic events at the Pentagon and at the World Trade Center and in our cities and
states--the volunteers, those who gave their lives trying to deal with this terrible moment. To our allies and to
those around the world who see this not just as a strike at America, but at freedom and democracy all over the
world, and to those who already have extended hands of cooperation, understanding, and support, we
appreciate it on behalf of the American people. We must get on with important work. But it is important also
to make it clear that this is not business as usual. But we are going to act now, tomorrow, and in the weeks and
months ahead to deal with those people who have taken these actions and with those who have supported
them. We will take whatever action is necessary in the Congress, working with the administration, working
with the American team to stop this kind of terrorism. Whatever we call it, we must put ourselves in a war
footing. We have come together. There are moments in history when in the past the people of this country
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have set aside conflicts and prejudices and passions and have come together. But we must continue to do so,
regardless of region, religion, party, philosophy, or anything else. Congress has a right and a responsibility to
learn what has happened here. We must find out who did it. And we must be prepared to take actions and fight
terrorist attacks in the future. This is not a time for timidity. This is not a time for pontification. Yes, we need
to be sure of our actions. We need to be committed and determined. We need to be bold. Here in the Congress
I hope we will think about how we most effectively [Page: S] can fulfill our responsibilities to do everything
we can to fight terrorism, to provide the funds necessary in this fight and to provide the aid so necessary for
those who have been damaged and have lost so much. Just in a few hours we will take up the
Commerce-State-Justice appropriations bill. In that bill is funding for counterterrorism. Can we do more?
What should we do? I call on the Senate, as I know it will, to rise to this occasion, to be bold. The American
people expect no less. I yield the floor, Mr. The Senator from Nevada, Mr. President, Senator Daschle, the
majority leader, has asked that I announce that Senator Biden, the chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, will manage the discussion on this resolution today. I join my colleagues in saying that my
thoughts and prayers are with those individuals and families who were victimized by the cowardly terrorist
acts perpetrated against the United States yesterday. We in Congress stand united in our resolve to ensure that
President Bush has every necessary resource as he leads our great Nation forward in the coming days and
weeks and months. I am very confident that every Member of the Senate views this as an American issue. No
party affiliation, no partisanship, no attempt to gain political advantage--nothing--will erode our solidarity or
undermine our united resolve as we respond to protect our country and our people. I am very proud of the
Capitol Police. We all should be. Every day they put their lives on the line for us. My heart goes out to the
police officers and firemen in New York who lost their lives attempting to help other people. We need more
than a plaque on a wall for Officer Chestnut and Detective Gibson. In their honor, we need to build a Visitors
Center, because Officer Chestnut and Detective Gibson gave their lives protecting us, our staffs, and the
millions of people who visit the Capitol complex every year. Building the Capitol Visitors Center is critical to
ensuring the safety of all those who come to the U. We will do everything in our power to support President
Bush in his efforts to ensure that those who have done such evil and perpetrated these despicable acts do not
go unpunished. But let me be clear about what we know. America is the greatest democracy and force for
freedom the world has ever known. All of America will stand together to make sure that we rebuild and that
we fight back, and that Americans continue to enjoy the freedoms and liberty that are the hallmark of this
great country of ours. Future generations of Americans must never again feel the profound pain and grief that
we feel today from Nevada to New York and back. As we mourn the loss of our fellow Americans, we must
focus on the task ahead. And in the war against those who would use terror to attack innocent civilians, our
democratic values and our freedom, the United States--as the leader of the free world and its only remaining
superpower--should be prepared to use every diplomatic, economic, and military means at our disposal to
defend ourselves and to defeat these forces of evil. Of course, we should deploy our best diplomatic efforts to
engage our friends and allies around the world in this war against international terrorism. Of course we should
do that. I personally appreciate, as I think our Nation should, and does, the support immediately expressed
yesterday by President Putin and the Russian people. As our allies around the world look to us for leadership
and protection, we must call upon all nations to provide their friendship and support in this critical time of
need. However, while diplomacy will play a central role in this war against terrorism, we must deploy the full
economic and military might of the United States against those who threaten our citizens, our national security
interests, our democracy, and our freedom. Those who kill innocent Americans must be held accountable. And
make no mistake about it, they will be. Moreover, I stand firmly with the President on this crucial point: Those
who aid and harbor perpetrators of terror must also be held accountable. Make no mistake about that, they will
be. International terrorism is perhaps the greatest modern threat to our national security interests. We must be
prepared to act accordingly. General Holland, the U. He has no civilian counterpart. We need to establish one.
The successful fight against terrorism is one that will require the highest level of diplomatic skill in gathering
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intelligence, as well as the most effective use for economic and military strength. However, when diplomacy
fails, as regrettably it does on occasion, we must be prepared to employ alternatives. Terrorists, especially
those who have the capability to plan and execute the kinds of attacks we witnessed graphically yesterday,
require a significant level of financing and protection.
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So girls and women have to be responsible for the sexual purity of the whole community, essentially. Articles
Jamie Marich - September 24, Survivors of spiritual abuse can feel justifiably averse to anything having to do
with God or spirituality after emerging from the war zone of spiritual abuse. However, cutting off the aspects
of oneself that are yearning for healthy, edifying connection to something other than the selfâ€”the essential
definition of spiritual expressionâ€”can be equaling damaging. Articles Letha Dawson Scanzoni - June 12, By
January, , TimesUp, a related movement for empowerment was gaining ground, led in part by celebrities in the
entertainment industries who wanted to call attention to lesser known grassroots activists who were doing
amazing work for social justice Articles Zoe White - May 9, The key is receptivity, the willingness to accept
the invitation into stillnessâ€”the stillness that is at the center of all movementâ€”and to become immersed in
it. Stillness is not death; on the contrary, it is a quality of presence, pure and alive. By being themselves, they
challenge patriarchal child-rearing structures that stifle young black girls. It should be a positive thing to rebel
against the societal norms of slut-shaming, sexism, classism, misogyny, and racism. The science and
healthcare industries must help address unjust socioeconomic structures that deny the basic humanity and
rights of disempowered groups of people before any lasting changes in care can be expected. Articles Admin June 19, Women are forced to partake in ferocious competition for limited resources instead of being
immersed in a faithful community where there is not only enough for all but in which all are valued. Christy
Sim - April 24, I view this piece and know I can gather the hurting world in my womb. I can allow my
feminine-specific suffering under patriarchy to be the conduit for my passionate pursuit of justice and my
spark of love I extend toward others. For truly, I am the arms stretched out inside the fallopian tubes. The
darkest night of my soul under patriarchy can become the very hope for others to find light. And sometimes,
through subversion, cleverness, or simply taking advantage of unexpected opportunities to exercise influence,
they can go beyond survival and bring about change. Articles Susan McLeod-Harrison - March 13, I can see
now that, like my spiritual director said long ago, my image of God was all wrong. The image of God as
Father left me with too few harbors to go for emotional safety. He would send me out to sea, endlessly, on
some errand of his own design, as he did Jonah. Her real story is remarkable, and can be uncovered through
the accurate interpretation of scripture. Erica Lea - August 29, God is with us. Sophia is with us. Woman
Wisdom is with us. We are with each other. We can continue to move forward together on this journey of
shalom as we lean on God and lean on one another. Mattison - July 12, "Of course we were confronted with
innumerable problems and questions as we worked through the text. We understood that our task had to be
about more than simply swapping out a few words and changing some pronouns. But I will also stress that
constitutionality is always only one small part of understanding why legislators do what they do. A hostile
feeling or animus toward transgender people becomes an important part of the legal discussion. When I soon
after found that there is a book that teaches children such behavior from an early age I knew it was something
about which I needed to spread the word. She has supplied real-life experiences just when I needed them most,
in order to help me feel something I otherwise could not have grasped. Articles Virginia Ramey Mollenkott February 9, Barlas points out the irony that out of a collection of 70, Islamic sayings, only about six can
reliably be called misogynistic. The parallel to using the Bible against homosexuals is obvious, but so is the
parallel to male supremacist theories in the Jewish and Christian traditions. We Christian feminists need to lift
up such ironies, repeatedly and without apology. This issue of balance is at the root of a lot of conflict in the
areas of employment and consumer protection. Mattison - December 28, Hanson raises important questions
about the traditional reading. Any decent host would be alarmed. Articles Angie Best - September 10,
"Coming out ruined my life. To come out, for me, meant walking away from God. Like many women of my
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generation, I considered her a role model, an example of what a strong, intelligent, confident, courageous
Christian woman could be. They are not opposites. I believe in equity for LGBT people, but at the same time I
believe faith-based institutions should be allowed room to shape themselves according to their deepest beliefs.
Is it possible to have both? Articles Letha Dawson Scanzoni - March 25, "This is the most obvious lesson; yet
it may be the hardest to accept. First, "Does the Fourteenth Amendment require a state to license a marriage
between two people of the same sex? Mattison - November 13, The editorial team of The Divine Feminine
Version did not simply sort through the New Testament and swap out pronouns, however. We wrestled
constantly over the best strategies to deal with patriarchalism, anti-semitism, and a variety of other problems
that we encountered along the way. Christy Sim - October 6, If someone is being abused, they feel responsible
for the abuse. Why this logical inconsistency? I would advise you not to take that sense of power away, but,
instead, to model what it is like to not accept responsibility for what the abuser is doing. Hunt - August 12,
Backlash is a subtle thing.
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The third phase of the 'widening circle of empathy,' where much of the West has arrived today, is that of extending trust
to alien out-groupsâ€”the more alien, the better.

Alex07 And so it goes. This truly is insanity. We can try to deal with that small percentage of the population
who collect or own guns for hunting, target shooting or security, but to claim as a constitutional right the
possession of firearms intended for nothing less than brutal, gruesome warfare strains credulity. These are
killing machines with no purpose other than to maim and destroy. Every time someone unleashes gun violence
and takes multiple victims, we begin with adamant, genuine grief and a collective wringing of hands. Then we
are told that the immediate aftermath is not the time to bring politics into a time of sorrow, and then that, yes,
maybe we will look into the license to kill we permit with our lax gun laws. Then the flowers will fade, the
candles will gutter, the memorials will be over and nothing will be done. But beyond the horrific scale of the
Las Vegas killings, there were a couple of things that struck us as different about this latest tragedy. I mean,
they criticize the NRA. You want to talk about irresponsible use of firearms? We spend millions teaching
responsible use of firearms. They make billions every single day, teaching irresponsible use of firearms. The
NRA believes that devices designed to allow semi-automatic rifles to function like fully automatic rifles
should be subject to additional regulations. In truth, the NRA still wants to steer clear of any open debate in
Congress that conceivably could change minds and even lead to other new gun control rules already widely
favored by the public â€” like a renewal of the ban on assault rifles, universal background checks and a federal
data base tracking gun sales. This has been a conundrum humans have fought with since Cain and Abel. You
cannot legislate compliance with evil. People are going to be evil. The problem is that if you insist that
civilization cannot avoid the generation of evil acts â€” that the force of evil is out of the control of mere
mortals â€” you are throwing up your hands and shirking responsibility for taking action. The only response to
evil is to identify it clearly, to avoid secular soft-headedness, and perhaps to mitigate its effects as and when
they arise, without presuming to abolish it. In other words, gun control will not work. He knows the answer.
Follow him on Twitter:
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Narrowly escaping death twice, Gilbert Patterson has long known that God had a plan for his life. Today he believes he
was spared to lead the Church of God in Christ into the 21st century.

Raymond attended high school at the Gunnery, in Washington, CT, graduating in He earned a B. Ray retired
in and moved to Saratoga Springs, NY. He enjoyed reading, gardening, and traveling. Ray was an active
member of the Saratoga Springs United Methodist Church, serving for many years as chair of the Stewardship
committee and in the Joyful Hope choir. He also served on the Saratoga County Arts Council board. Ray
donated his body to the Albany Medical College. Interment will take place in the family plot in Greenwich,
NY, at a later date. The family would like to thank all those who supported Ray through his illness, especially
Dr. Published in The Saratogian on June 4, After leaving the service, he spent two years working in the
family real estate business before establishing himself as an independent real estate developer, a career he held
for the next fifty years. An active member of his community, he was committed to smart growth and
community development. He was an avid fan and booster of Villanova basketball starting with the formation
of the Big East. His passion for Wildcats basketball endured until the end. He was infinitely proud of all of
them. After graduating from Annapolis High School in as valedictorian, he enrolled in Princeton University. A
proud member of the class of , he earned a degree in Electrical Engineering and was a member of the Terrace
Club. After two years of service in the Army, he began his career at the newly formed National Security
Agency. Before he married he took an extensive tour through Europe, which formed many cherished
memories. Dick and his wife moved their growing family from Washington, D. His commute to Fort Meade
ended in January , capping just over 38 years of government service. During his retirement years, Dick
continued his membership in the H. Mencken Society, trips to see the Orioles play, and collecting books,
maps, and railroad literature. The staff at the West Street library branch knew him well; his children knew of
his celebrity status and enjoyed bringing him in to use the computer to do searches and to pick up books,
videos, and audio material. Although many of his travels took place in his chair, he traveled to Germany in to
visit his newly wed son and daughter-in-law. Dick served as a walking encyclopedia to his immediate family
and beyond. He amassed a print collection estimated to exceed 20, pieces, rich in World War II literature,
travel guides, atlases, maps, and periodicals. He passed his love of cats onto his children and grandchildren.
Son of the late F. Baker, Dick leaves behind his four children, their spouses, and his former wife Mary Lou
Baker. In lieu of flowers, memorial contributions can be made to The Michael J. Box , New York, NY
Published in The Capital Gazette on Nov. He passed away on March 9, , surrounded by family. Earlier in life
he graduated from Rocky River High School, then went on to attend Princeton University where he graduated
with a degree in chemical engineering. While at Harvard, Jim met his bride-to-be Barbara Yazdi, and they
married in Initially they lived in California, then the East Coast, before finally moving back to Southern
California where he was the Treasurer at Fluor Corporation Jim was extraordinarily active in family life and
was a very involved and attentive husband and father. He placed a very high emphasis on education for his
children, commuting a long distance each way to work so that they could attend school in a top-notch school
district. He also was concerned with others, serving for many years as a scoutmaster and encouraging others in
their studies and careers, including women and minorities. He served as a class fundraiser for many years,
ensuring better opportunities for future Princeton students. He was also an excellent photographer. Later, after
the children had grown, Jim and Barbara moved back to Massachusetts where he worked for Perini
Engineering and Construction for the final chapter of his career, serving as Chief Financial Officer and active
in many formative mergers and acquisitions for the Perini group in his role as Chief Financial Officer. Jim was
a force of nature, a "tall man in a hurry", working hard on behalf of his community and family. He remained
concerned about the welfare of his family and his inability to play and interact with his grandchildren as he
had wanted due to his severe illness. Jim was a man with a strong moral compass, a true humanitarian, a
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generous philanthropist, a loyal friend and devoted to the principles of the oneness of God, the oneness of
religion, and the oneness of humanity. His funeral was held on Friday, March 17th at 2: Sidney graduated
from Princeton University, with a degree in American History and shortly afterwards made his home in the
Southwest. Sidney was a friend to many, a lover of good conversation, with a ready smile and an indomitable,
generous spirit. And for all this, his greatest pride and joy were his children and grandchildren. We will always
feel his presence through the horned toad, the bumble bee and the Orca whale and in the all the places, near
and far, where he left his mark! Published in the Arizona Daily Star on January 22, Beloved husband of Dr.
He would have been 82 on October 30th. Pete faced the challenges his ailing body imposed on him bravely
and with grace. He said on many occasions that he was grateful to have a long goodbye, during which he
could talk about many things with those close to him. Even when he became too weak to get out of bed on his
own, or even to roll over, he said he was glad that he could still welcome the day and see the sunset from the
lovely corner room he occupied at the Sancta Maria Nursing Facility in Cambridge, MA. He was kind but
critical, and he was easily amused. He loved being alive. Pete was born in Bronxville, NY, and spent most of
his childhood in Hartsdale, NY, where he loved to roam about on his own with his friendsâ€”it was an era
when children could just hang out without parental supervision. He went to public schools, played sports and
engaged in student government. So, she was only 4 years old when he left for college. His father, Marcellus B.
McDavitt, was an engineer who had a distinguished career at Bell Labs, and his mother, Helen Peterson
McDavitt, a former teacher, was primarily a homemaker. Pete went to White Plains High, which had a tiger as
its mascot. It was then fitting that Pete went on to another school with a tiger mascot, Princeton University,
where he concentrated in aeronautical engineering. Pete adored the placeâ€”his roommates, and his Tiger Inn
buddies. He worked very hard, achieving honors, and played just as hard. The pals he made all through school
remained lifelong friends. He was proud to have had drinks in his own rooms with Dean Acheson, and to have
met many heady thinkers and musicians. He coached rugby until he was nearly Pete was a bachelor longer
than most of his friends, but when he met Barbara Nelson at a picnic, he was smitten, and they were married in
Their marriage was harmonious and truly happy. They had two children, Sarah and Bill, who now have
families of their own. Barbara was one of those people who made friends with everyone she met, and people
would tell her their life stories after just a few minutes. Barbara and Pete had a lively social life with friends
and with their extended family. Sadly, Barbara developed a rare condition, sideroblastic myelodysplasia in ;
there was no effective therapy. She succumbed in Though devastated, Pete was glad, he said, to have been
able to be with her and do many things during the 7 years she had remaining after the diagnosis. Pete also
missed having a life partner. Both gradually realized that they had fallen in love in spite of themselves. They
were married on Labor Day Weekend in Together, Pete and Julie had 10 grandchildren. They enjoyed a rich,
happy life together. Those travels enabled Pete to reconnect with old friends all over the world, some that had
begun as far back as elementary school. Pete loved classical music, reading and almost any outdoor activity. In
his 70s, Pete read all of Proust for the first time, and he delighted in it. Pete belonged to a music listening
group, and also to Harvard Musical Association. He particularly loved the writings of Lawrence Durrell and
the music of Haydn. Pete was paired with 7-year-old Sal Carrero, now grown and a college graduate. Sal has
been and will continue to be an intentional member of our family. And I hope some of my stories will provoke
chuckles. He followed that with a list of his bad habits. The reader may see some of the introductory remarks
at the end of this note. Pete was a loving and devoted father and grandfather to his childrenâ€”Sarah and her
husband Ted Woods, and their children, Lelia, Elizabeth and Ansel, and to Bill and his wife Anya McDavitt,
and their children, Carter and Spencer. He was also a devoted stepfather and grandfather to Erich Ingelfinger
and his wife, Trina and their children, Oscar, Iris and Marcus; Franz Ingelfinger and his wife, Cynthia, and
their children, Nate and Maeve; and to Katey Ingelfinger. He once was the president of the Young Republican
Club of Hartford, CT, and strongly believed that armed strength was the way to peace for the world. Over
time, he came to believe that universal education and jobs, fair treatment and opportunity were far better
options. He had high hopes for the planet, and his wish was that his grandchildren will work to make the world
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a more cooperative and peaceful place. Pete did not believe in a conscious hereafter.
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are believers who have gone Mary Louise.

Lowe Narrowly escaping death twice, Gilbert Patterson has long known that God had a plan for his life. Today
he believes he was spared to lead the Church of God in Christ into the 21st century. On June 13, , a lone
gunman named Willie C. Cheatham positioned himself across the street from Temple of Deliverance Church
in Memphis, Tennessee, waiting for the young pastor of the congregation, Gilbert Earl Patterson, to exit the
building. Cheatham peered through the scope of his. He was angry at Patterson for preaching against domestic
violence. As Patterson exited the church building and walked toward his car, he noticed Cheatham. Maybe it
was the noonday prayer that preacher Patterson had just finished that kept him from sudden death. Or perhaps
the Lord dispatched a legion of angels to protect him. One thing is certain--when the shooting stopped, 14
bullet holes lined the old meat market next to the church, but Patterson had reached his car before the shooting
started and sped off. Twenty-one years later, October , Patterson was in a car with three other men as they
drove west on Interstate 40 en route to Memphis from a preaching engagement. Suddenly, the driver slipped
into unconsciousness. Instead, he says the Lord spoke to him and told him to take his right hand and place the
gear shift in neutral. The car slowed down. Get Spirit-filled content delivered right to your inbox! Click here
to subscribe to our newsletter. When Patterson recalls the near misses that almost took his life, he says he is
certain of one thing: Patterson took office with a passion to serve his denomination in the same dedicated way
as its founder, Charles Harrison Mason. He continues to pastor his 14,member Temple of Deliverance COGIC
in Memphis, and with a million-dollar multimedia ministry at his disposal he believes he has a mandate from
heaven to storm the country with a no-frills, life-changing gospel. Patterson has carried that fire with him
since his last year of high school, when he started preaching at age Patterson, was the jurisdictional bishop for
churches in North Carolina. His uncle, Bishop J. Vinson Synan, author of The Century of the Holy Spirit
Thomas Nelson and dean of the divinity school at Regent University, calls Patterson "one of the best preachers
on the face of the planet. They jokingly say he is so well-liked that even as a Pentecostal pastor he could run
for president of the non-Pentecostal National Baptist Convention and win. With all the attention he receives,
one might think Patterson is untouchable. Charisma spoke with Bishop Patterson in Birmingham, Alabama,
recently, where he talked about his early days in ministry, his views on women in ministry and his vision for
COGIC in the 21st century. Winds of Change While most Americans focused their attention last fall on one of
the most highly contested presidential elections in U. The general assembly voted a sitting presiding bishop
out of office and selected a new leader to take the helm. The contest between former presiding Bishop
Chandler D. Owens of Atlanta and Patterson ended in a win for Patterson, 2,, It seems only natural that today
Patterson would rise to the position of the highest-ranking official in his denomination--after all of the
childhood grooming he received in the church decades ago. Patterson and his other siblings grew up in a
Pentecostal home. The family moved to Memphis, and it was there, at age 4, that Patterson started preaching
soul-stirring messages to "congregations" of two or three children. The Pattersons moved to Detroit in , and
four years later--on Sunday, Sept. It was a life-changing event during his teen years, and it seemed to set the
stage for the passionate preaching currently seen by millions of viewers of his TV programs. A holy hush
covered the convention center as the presiding bishop went on to explain his view on women in ministry.
COGIC women are known for pioneering churches in the most impoverished neighborhoods in the country,
and they are recognized for their work in remote areas of Third World countries. Some believe that number
needs to increase. Patterson says he will work toward giving every card-carrying member in COGIC the right
to cast a vote. A technological system is needed because, so far, the denomination has no venue large enough
to hold all qualified voters at one time. The election is held a week after the U. With all of the hoopla
surrounding the Gore-Bush presidential race, the right to vote seems extremely crucial, not only in the church
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but also in American politics. Bush invited a string of key black religious leaders, including Bishop Patterson,
to Washington in late March. He promotes unity in the body of Christ among all groups and says Christians
should map out ways to bring white, black, Hispanic and other groups together under one roof. In fact, his
involvement in the civil rights movement in the late s is what has fueled his message of unity. He was
involved in the strike of that centered on black sanitation workers in Memphis and was a member of the
nine-person strategy committee that brought Martin Luther King Jr. The bishop remembers briefly talking
with King on two occasions and says his denomination has played a key part in major historical events. King
finished his speech, you could hear sobbing and weeping in the rafters, and everybody knew that was it. That
was a prophetic moment. In fact, some of his most grueling tests and hardships in life have come through the
church. The same year, he opened the doors to Temple of Deliverance Cathedral of Bountiful Blessings with
members. In time, the Pattersons healed their old wounds, and in G. The lessons he learned during the turmoil
in ministry proved beneficial during his first few months in office. In January, he intervened in an ongoing
bitter court battle between former presiding Bishop Owens, Bishop H. Owens told an Orange County, Florida,
judge that the presiding bishop had rights similar to the pope and that he could remove a pastor without
charges. In an effort to keep the denomination out of court and give Orlando congregants a place to worship,
Patterson brought an end to the highly publicized ordeal. In March, Bishop Patterson settled the matter out of
court. Bringing healing to people regardless of their circumstances seems to be the call of a man who, as a
child, knew he was destined to preach the gospel. No doubt Bishop Patterson prayed the prayer heard by
millions of viewers who watch him weekly: Today, as presiding bishop-elect of COGIC, Patterson is making
good on his promises, saying that integrity, especially in ministry, builds trust among leaders and the people
they serve. Charisma As the largest denomination in the United States, the Church of God in Christ has the
potential to leave a profound mark on the world. How will the church accomplish this? We have already begun
a massive witnessing program. Our program is strategic. For decades, we have sent missionaries to 58 foreign
countries including Third World nations. We do this to minister to people and to maintain our visibility in
remote areas. We have pastors and missionaries in Japan, the Philippines, England and in other places in the
world. Charisma What direction is the church headed in the new millennium? To know what is happening in
the body of Christ, you have to also have a working knowledge of biblical history. The church basically
follows the same trail Israel and Judah followed. There were spiritual conditions that led to the northern and
southern kingdoms splitting. Any time the upper echelon of the church does not teach the Word and obey it
you are in dangerous territory. The Church of God in Christ is no longer a babe. It was the national church.
Charisma How will you keep constituents informed of progress in the denomination? On July 1 we launched
our national TV ministry. Our coverage extends across the United States on several television networks. We
also have some programming that will serve as a forum to discuss issues that are pertinent to COGIC and the
world. We also have a strong presence on the World Wide Web and radio. Charisma What are your thoughts
on the black church? We must move away from this black church-white church thinking. The Church of God
in Christ did not start as a black church. Historians will tell you, especially Vinson Synan, who has written
about the Pentecostal movement in America, that COGIC was about 50 percent white and 50 percent black
between and People are marrying across racial lines, and the church has to be able to minister universally. The
gospel is the same gospel for whites, blacks, Hispanics, the French, Germans and just whosoever. Somebody
might ask how should we bring about the meshing of the races? By preaching a pure gospel, because people
are repelled when they hear slants and ethnic slurs. We must be prepared with a universal gospel for the whole
world. Charisma Is the presiding bishop accountable to anyone? The presiding bishop and the member general
[governing] board are accountable to the general assembly--the law-making body of our church. In COGIC,
the general assembly--thousands of pastors, elders, women leaders and lay members--is at the top and the
general board is under the assembly. This means I am accountable to the assembly, and every time it convenes
I must give an account of my stewardship in the Church of God in Christ. At first glance, she looks like a
Spirit-filled fashion model. She has the accent of a Southern belle and the aura of Miss America, but a closer
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look at Louise Patterson, wife of presiding Bishop Gilbert Patterson, reveals a woman who is used to serving
in the trenches of ministry. A member of a Methodist church, she decided to attend a revival service conducted
by a young evangelist by the name of Gilbert Patterson. In , the Pattersons married in Memphis. And though
the couple never had children, during their first year of marriage they began helping young people with
college expenses. Also a COGIC missionary, Patterson says being in the "sanctified, holiness church" is
probably as close as a person will ever come to living the kind of life depicted in the Bible. When her
physician said she would eventually be confined to a wheelchair for the rest of her life, she sought God in
prayer.
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